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Edgar begins at home
.

Celebration
precedes
Illinois tour
By AMY CARNES
Administration editor
Gov. Jim Edgar kicked off his 1994
gubernatorial campaign with a preliminary announcement of his candidacy
at a reception and rally Monday before
embarking on a statewide flyaround
during which he is expected to make
the official announcement Tuesday
morning in Chicago.
Edgar spoke to a crowd of about 500
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Edgar's appearance Tuesday
marked the fourth time the governor
has kicked off a campaign in Coles
County.
Edgar said the Charleston community has given him values he has carried
with him through life. He said as governor he abides by three lessons he
was taught as a young man: keep your
word, don't promise things you can't
deliver and don't spend money you
don't have.
Edgar stressed the role of education
in Illinois. ''Education has to be the priority," Edgar said. "That's the key to
the future."
Edgar said although more money
has been provided for education since
he took office in 1990, that doesn't
mean the state can allocate all the
money educators would like.
Edgar· dispelled reports that his
health could·prevent him from serving_
another term as governor.
The governor was hospitalized with
a blocked artery a year _a go and had
surgery to clear it. In June, his gall
bladder had to be removed.
"A series of doctors and tests said my
health was excellent," Edgar said. "In

t

Continued on Page 2

JEFF CULLER/Photo editor
Gov. Jim Edgar and his wife Brenda shake hands after a reception for him in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The celebration was a precursor to the Charleston native announcing his bidfor re-election.

Questions await new campaign
SPRINGFIELD CAP) - Gov. Jim leader. Edgar maintains his emphasis
Edgar answered a key question about on the state's bottom line is leadership.
his re-election campaign even before it
. "I think it's innovative to hold. the
officially-began: He·won't-iake·another· line-on- spending-when-you· have·rrotno-new-taxes pledge.
done it for a long, long time," Edgar
So voters know what the first-term said at the midpoint of his first term. "I
Republican won't do on a vital issue. think it's innovation when you downNow, in a campaign that begins Tues- size government when it's been
day with a statewide flyaround, he expanding year after year."
must explain what he WILL do.
But he will be challenged to explain
Critics complain Edgar has run in what more he wants to accomplish,
place during his three years in office, . especially after saying recently he
that he has been more bookkeeper than might consider a tax increase.

Will he propose major changes in the
state education system? Will he tighten
the state's notoriously shaky ethics
laws? · Will · he- offer·rrew·id-eas-= onattracting jobs to Illinois? Edgar has
been quiet on those fronts and more.
His major achievements have been
permanently adopting the income tax
surcharge approved temporarily in
1989, blocking most tax increases and
holding the state budget in check.
• Continued on Page 2

AB to reconsider UB request . NAFTA debate
By NATALIE GOTI'
Staff wrtter

The University Board Lectures Committee will address
the Apportionment Board tonight for the third time tlfis
semester in an effort to urge the
passing of a $14,500 additional
allocation request to fund feminist activist and author Gloria
Steinem.
The AB is scheduled to meet
tonight at 8 p.m. in the ArcolaTuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Lectures ·Committee Chairwoman Eileen Sullivan said she

and student chairwoman Kristen Neilson will attend the AB
meeting to answer any questions
members of the AB have.
-"Basically (we will be there) to
reiterate some of the points from
the week before," Sullivan said.
The Student Senate approved
an amended resolution to ask
the Apportionment Board to set
aside $6, 795 to honor the UB's
request for additional allocations
at last Wednesday's meeting.
The amended resolution was
$7,705 short of the amount need~
ed to fund Steinem.
The original request submitted by the lectures committee
asked for $11,450 in additional

allocations. AB approved the
request 4-2 last Tuesday in favor
of honoring the request.
AB chairman Blake Wood said
the AB will revote on the proposal and if the AB decides to stay
with its original $14,500 additional allocation deliberation, AB
will resend this request back to
the senate again.
If the AB passes the original
request, Wood said he hopes
Student Government will see
that AB has made a legitimate
decision.
Wood said if the student activity fee was lower then it is now,
" Continued on Page 2

could get wild
WASHINGTON (AP) - its struggle for the votes
After days of hype and t.o pass the trade agreehoopla, when Vice Presi- ment with Mexico and
dent Al Gore and Texan Canada.
The great debate beRoss Perot square off
Tuesday night over the tween Gore and Perot
North American Free isn't a debate in the forTrade Agreement the mal sense at all. -niaeuarguments ,are likely to. ssion• might be a more
be as familiar as the accurate _deKription,
altllough "free.for..all9 is
faces.
The stakes are high,

~as the Wbit.e

House tries to debunk
NAP'1Wa loudest critic in

the favored phrase of

thol8 ~ expect tibings

·• ConUnued on Page 2
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taxes may go down.
The governor declined to
no way should I be concerned
make
a promise not to raise
about my health in making a
decision whether or not I seek taxes, saying his record prevented him from doing so.
re-election."
"Based on what I hav~ done
On the subject of taxes,
as
governor, my instinct is not
Edgar said he is the only hope
voters have of not seeing a tax· to raise taxes," Edgar said.
increase. He said he is willing "My instinct is to hold the line
to look at a "true tax reform," on spending."
Edgar only referred directly
but added it is difficult convincing people that reform is to one of his democratic opponot just an increase. He said nents for the gubernatorial
there are some whose taxes seat. He said Dick Phelan,
may go up and others whose Cook County Board President,
criticized him when he submit-

ted his budget, which included
several spending cuts, for "trying to impose the Charleston,
Ill. approach on everybody in
the state."
Edgar said Phelan is the
only democrat he mentioned
by name because he is the only
one who has attacked smalltown Illinois.
"I was taken back when
Phelan attacked Charleston,"
Edgar said. "l think that all
parts of this state are important to Illinois, small cities as
well as large ones."

Edgar was introduced
Monday by long-time friend
Tony Sunderman, a Coles
County circuit judge. Some of
the distinguished guest s on
hand i ncluded Stat e Sen.
Harry "Babe" Woodyard, DChristman; State Rep. Mike
Weaver, R-Ashmore ; BOG
Representative Mack Hallowell; and Coles County
Republican Chairman June
McGown.

- Staff writer Dan Fields
contributed to this report.

Questions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• From Page 2
Those achievements have not come easily.
His first tussle with the Legislature led
to a record 19-day overtime session. That
was followed by an emergency session to
slash the budget when recession shrank
state revenues. His second session went
more smoothly, but the third produced
weeks of inactivity followed by a 13-day
overtime session.
And Edgar now has the Chicago school

" From Page 1
there might be some concern about
spending so·much money for one speaker
but since it is so high there is not a danger of it being a risk to the student
reserve fund.
The student reserve fund is about

system's $298 million deficit hanging over
his head. He called a special session in
August to solve the problem, with no
results yet.
Edgar has struggled with his health,
He was hospitalized with a blocked
artery a year ago and underwent an operation to clear it. Edgar, already slim, has
exercised and watched his diet ever since.
Then in June, his gall bladder had to be
removed.
Edgar says he is now in fine health.

But the problems led to speculation that
Edgar wasn't up to running for office
again.
Brenda Edgar's discussion of " unrelenting" pressure on her husband didn't
help.
Edgar, a moderate on most issues, faced
a challenge from the GOP's conservative
wing during the 1990 primary election.
Larry Horist, executive director of the
conservative United Republican Fund,
said the group backs Edgar this time
around.

$205,000, Wood said.
Sullivan said if ·the request passes
through AB again, she would like to be
present at Wednesday's senate meeting to
see if the resolution will be supported by
the senate.
"I think that I helped clarify some of
the concerns AB had," Sullivan said.

Wood said he will also discuss next
semester's business of deliberating additional allocation requests and approving
the budgets for the student fee funded
boards for the 1994-95 school year
The Apportionment Board allocates
funds to student organizations through a
$20.65 per student semester fee.

too.

\

NAFTA·- - - - - - - - - - - • FromPage 1
to get a bit unruly.
Tuning in could be the problem for 40

percent of the country.
The program is on CNN's "Larry King
Live," and only 60 percent of the nation's
households receive the cable network.
How many people will watch is another
question. On a good night, King's audi-

ence is about 1 percent of the nation's TVviewing households, although CNN is predicting a big audience because of the
advance publicity.
·
For those who can - and do - tune in,
one thing to look for, in style and substance, as Gore and Perot debate the merits ofNAFTA is format.
Like any other edition of "Larry King
Live." King will mix his questions with

those from viewers and allow Perot and
Gore to mix it up as he sees fit, a far cry
from the traditional, structured format of
political debates.
"The advantage in this format goes to
the person with the better sound bites,
not the person with the better information," complained Kathleen Jamieson, a
University of Pennsylvania professor who
studies political rhetoric.

Women
recounts
penis
severing
MANASSAS, Va. (AP) A woman who cut off her
husband's penis sobbed on
the .witness stand Monday
as she t old the jury he
pinned her to the bed and
raped h er.
After he fell asleep, she
said, "I lifted the sheets
and I cut it."
John Wayne Bobbitt,
26, is accused of marital
sexual assault.
The prosecutor told the
jury of nine women a nd
t hree men that B obbitt
frequently forced his wife
to have sex.
The defense said the
sex was consensual a n d
Lorena _B obbitt leveled a
false accusation beca u se
she was jealous and dissat isfied with h i s lov emaking.
Mrs. Bobbitt, 24, testified she objected several
times but her husband
said her' objections didn't
matt er. She said t h at
after intercourse she was
angry, grabbed a knife
and returned to the bedroom.
"I lifted the sheet s and
I cut it," she said.
Mrs. Bobbitt described
·how she fled the couple's
Manassas apartment the
night of June 23, still
clutching the penis and
the red-handled filleting
knife. She said she realized she was still holding
the organ midway between the apartment and
her office.
Mrs. Bobbitt severed
two-thirds of her husband's penis while he
slept.
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Bacon Cheeseburger w/ Marty's Fries$1.22

Double $2.i2 Triple $2.22
$1 Bottles (MGD, MGD light)
others $1.ll
Tonite: 25¢ BEEF BBQ's
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.Second student
attacked near
Booth Library
By BRIAN HUCHEL
and ROBERT SANCHEZ
Staff writers

Ail independent marketing

mmunications consultant
"d writing experience and
mmunication skills are two
kills a university alumni
· ector needs to maintain a
ssful program.
Lisa Michaels-Barr of Matn is the second of four can'dates to interview for Easm's director of alumni and
unity relations. She said
11 years of writing experice with AT&T can help imve the quality of the alum. newsletter.
She said the newsletter
ould reach all alumni, inclu. gout-of-state alumni.
"I have the communication
d interpersonal skills to get
e job done," Barr said.
Starting, university chaparound the nation is one
f Barr's ideas to help with
ruitment, career networkand fund-raising. She said
he doesn't want people to
· these chapters are only
fund-raising.
If selected, she said her pri"ty would be to maintain a
'gh level of alumni involveent.
Barr said yearly social
'vities, career planning and
ontinuing education proams· are ways to keep
ounger alumni in contact
'th their former institution.
Barr said an updated alum. directory is another option
at would improve the
hool's alumni publication.
e said, this directory would
ld information such as mar' ages, deaths, and career
es of alumni.
"The alumni publication is
e premier vehicle used in
nding out Eastern's mes," Barr said.
If chosen as director of
9111llillai., Barr said a majority
her first year would be
nt listening to the ideas of
ty and students to solidithe alumni program. She
·d strategies of other alumni
·
rs in Illinois state uniersi ties could be used to
elop a stronger program.
Barr said her communica'on background with AT&T
d her strong relationship
'th students will help the
age of Eastern's alumni
gram.

DEE ANN VILLECCO/Staffphotographer

What's up?

Clarissa Pierceall, a junior speech co1TUT1lUl.ications mqjor, looks
down on Stacey Taylor, ajunior accounting mqjor, qs she
hangs a sign Monday afternoon outside of the Phi Sigma
Sigma sorority house in Greek Court. Taylor was hanging the
bannerfor the annual Delta Chi.fraternity Super BowL

Alumn1• .1.eat ured
~

at J·azz ensemble

By ELISSA BROADHURST

Staffwrtter
Eastern faculty and alumni
will come together today to
deliver the third of five jazz
programs scheduled this semester in Dvorak Concert Hall
in the Fine Arts Center.
The program will be held at
8 p.m. and will feature several
alumni who returned to Eastern to participate in the concerts. Performs include pianist
Mark Maegdlin, drummer
Kevin Hart and acoustic bass
player John Schwabe. The trio
previously preformed together
on 1990's award-winning jazz
ensemble.
. Maegdlin completed his
master's degree at Eastern in
1991, and is leading a house
band in Charleston, S.C.
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Schwabe, a faculty member
at the University of Northern
lowa, previously was a graduate assistant in jazz studies at
Eastern.
Hart was the first graduate
of Eastern's jazz studies degree program. Currently working on his doctoral degree at
the University of Illinois in
Champaign, Hart received his
master's degree from Northern
Iowa.
The trio will be performing
original pieces by Maegdlin,
along with other well-known
jazz pieces.
The opening combos will be
led by other members of Eastem faculty and staff Graduate
student Kevin Hoferer will
lead one of the groups and the
other will be lead by faculty
jazz pianist Henry Butler.

Campus police are investigating the reported robbery
of a student that took place
According to the police
at the southwest corner of
Booth Library during the report, McGinness was travearly morning hours of Oct. eling south on 10th Street
when he lost control of his
5.
John Young, 19, told police vehide.
The car veered off to the
he was walking under the
left
side of the roadway, ran
canopy at the southwest end
up
onto
the curb, struck a
of Booth Library at 12:40
a.m. when a man leaped out utility pole and then a tree.
from behind one of the pil- After hitting the tree, the
lars, grabbed Young's shirt car rolled over onto its side
and came to ·a rest upside
and demanded his wallet .
Young, while trying to pull down in the middle of the
from the attacker's grasp, street.
McGinness told police he
hit him in the face. The
attacker then hit Young, was traveling the speed limit
knocking him to the ground, at the time the accident
and took Young's wallet from occurred. Police tested his
blood-alcohol level at .13
his pocket.
The attacker then ran percent.
•
Eastern
student
west toward Fourth Street.
Young discovered his wallet Chrystal Endres, 22, 904
20 to 30 feet from the loca- Seventh St., reported that
her 1983 Honda Civic was
tion of the incident.
Young suffered several stolen from her residence
cuts to his face and hands sometime between 12:30
from the attack. A total of p.m. Thursday and 10 a .m.
$19 was taken from his wal- Friday.
• Three local men were
let, police reports indicate.
Young described the sus- arrested and charged with
domestic battery last weekpect to police as a black male
end:
with medium build and two ' Andre S. Leachman, 20,
td · three "days of beard·. 1705 MadisoQ., Apt. 3~ was.
growth. He said the attacker arrested ; MondaY,, ~ a'nd·
is 18 to 20 years old and. was
wearing a dark Eastern charged with· domestic battery after a 12:41 a.m. incisweatshirt.
Campus police have no dent at his apartment.
Christopher White, 33, of
suspects and are continuing
rural Charleston was arrestto investigate
thethe
incident.
They
don't believe
attack ed Sunday and charged with
on Young is related to a domestic battery after a 7:57
reported attack last week a.m. incident at 400 N.
near Booth Library on a 19- Division St.
Robert Jones, 30, 1830
year-old freshman female
who described a similar Douglas Ave., was arrested
and charged with domestic
attacker.
battery
Saturday after an
Among Charleston police
8:20 p.m. incident at his
reports Monday:
• Two people were taken home.
Scott Sly, 32, 778 12th St.,
to Sarah Bush Lincoln
reported
Friday that someHealth Center for treatment
of minor injuries after a sin- time between 10:30 p.m.
gle-vehicle accident at 2:21 Thursday and 7:10 a.m.
a.m. Sunday in the 1000 Friday a brick was thrown
through one of his home's
block of 10th Street.
windows,
doing $50 damage.
Dale Gentry, 60 Madison
Warren Ebinger, 27, of
Ave., and Michelle Eagleson
of Toldeo were passengers in rural Ch~rleston reported
Friday that sometime last
a car that rolled over.
The driver of the vehicle, month two extension lad. Kevin W. McGinness, 712 ders, valued at $500, and
Polk Ave., was charged with two pickboards, valued at
driving under the influence $750, were stolen from a resand illegal transportation of idence he was repairing at
1402 Ninth St.
alcohol. . '

In a forum on campus last
week titled "Free Your Mind,"
Doug Dibianco, faculty adviser
to the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Allies Union, said, much
like minorities, gays and lesbians are often called names
and discriminated against.
"Right now, there are no
legal rights for homosexuals,"
said Terry Ebert, LGBAU representative.
These quotes were incorrectly reported in Friday's edition of The Da ily Eastern
News.

We're all victims in the 'blame game'
I was llstenlng to one of
those talk-radio, call-In shows . ·
the other day (yeah, I know this
Is generally thought of as worse
than serving a llfe sentence
with Roseanne Arnold as your
cellmate, but I was trapped In a
car for several hours and what
could I do?) when I noticed a
disturbing trend emerging.
The topic for the day was the
disintegration of our society -

Media venture
robs students
·of experience
The partnership that gets under way this
week between WEIU-lV's News Scan and MidIllinois Newspapers has effectively taken from
students the laboratory experience their own
newscast was meant to provide.
It's a sad step back for broadcast-news stu- - - - - - - - dents, who must be left
wondering where they
- - - - - - - - fit in a strange and
obscure new scheme.
Monday, News Scan, WEIU-TV's sevenminute local broadcast, became Mid-Illinois
News Scan in a joint venture between the station and Mid-Illinois Newspapers Inc., publisher of the Charleston limes-Courier and Mattoon
journal Gazette.
Reporters and editors for the two local
papers have replaced students as news anchors
and, along with regular faculty advisers, will
coach students through the news process.
Students are supposed to benefit from the
professional help and the stability of newspaper coverage while the newspaper staff gains
broadcast experience and offers Its coverage to
the 11 counties the station reaches.
Students will still do some of the reporting
but the station has ceased to be a mostly student-run organization. Although rapidly changing technology is bringing print and broadcast
journalism doser together, that trend is a poor
reason to rob students of their own laboratory.
If WEIU-lV was established to serve and
teach students, it's undear why News Scan has
decided to join the local newspapers.
Rather than using their own judgement and
making their own mistakes, students will be
led by the newspaper staff, who apparently
will now take most of the credit for its contents.
An immeasurable part of the learning experience with any college media stems from the
autonomy of student-run organizations.
Regardless of how they compare to professional publications or broadcasts, the opportunity
to try every angle of the process and to make
sometimes grievous mistakes is the most
attractive feature of Eastern's campus media.
With this partnership, WEIU-lV has devalued that philosophy and threatened to eliminate the attraction of that training ground.

Edito:rial

You have to find someone to
blame.
For the past few years now,
television has borne most of
the brunt of the "blame game."
stopped taJdng
It's the perfect target because It
absolves us of all lndMdual
responsibility for anything
ourselves and
blindingly stupid we choose to
messes that do.
It's an easy target because
unlike people who are accused
Sherry
making."
of things they didn't do, it
Sidwell
doesn't fight back.
why our little world is coming
---------------apart at the seams and just
It's television's fault that
what we intend to do about it.
there's crime in your neighborhood. It's television's
And as you can probably imagine, this produced the
fault that you had premarital sex at 16 in the back of a
usual number of idiots and crackpots spouting off about
Ford Pinto. It's television's fault that you left your small
the approaching Armageddon if we all don't repent
children alone together and they set fire to each other.
and change our ways. But it also produced more than a
It couldn't possibly have anything to do with you.
few individuals who said they feel the media, or more
It's the same tired old song people have been
specifically, television is responsible for all that is wrong
singing for years. You really have to wonder what peowith the world today.
ple blamed all of their troubles on before there was a
It could be argued that this kind of logic isn't worth
1V set in every home.
my valuable time or a column space. After all, these are
But wait, there's more. While people have blamed
the same people who don't even know the difference
everything from bowel irregularity to bad interior decobetween the media and television entertainment and
rating on television, they've also created new and
throw around terms like "family values" and "ethical
exciting ways to spread the "blame game" around.
journalism" without having even the foggiest due in
It's the fault of the women's movement that the
hell what they really mean.
youth of America are in trouble. It's homosexuals' fault
But I have had it. Enough is enough.
that AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases are
spreading like the California brush fires. It's the minoriI don't know at what exact moment we stopped takties' fault that crime and urban decay are running raming responslblllty for ourselves and the messes that are
of our own making. But could someone please tell me
pant in our cities. It's the Immigrants' fault that unemat what precise point In time did the dark forces that
ployment rates remain high.
None of it could have anything do with us, could it?
are the news media and television unite together and
begin their bizarre campaign to destroy American sociIt couldn't possibly be our fault. Every single one of us
Is completely and utterly blameless.
ety?
The time Is rapidly approaching when we're going to
Welcome to the "blame game," my pretties. You say
everything In your life hasn't quite cracked up to what
have to grow up and face reality in all of its ugliness or
you thought It would be? You say you have a lot of
we'll end up losers of the "blame game."
problems you don't quite know how to solve? It certainty couldn't have anything to do with you or your
- Sheny Sidwell is the edit page editor and a regular
columnist for Ihe Dally Eastern News.
own falllngs.
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We shouldn't judge
white people by
skin color either
Dear editor:
This Is in response to "Some of my
best friends are black!"
I am so sick and tired of hearing
about all this radal crap. Rise about it,
people! You have a choice: you may
rise above It and llve your life doing
something about It, or you may sit
there In the same old pit you've
been In for quite some time and roil
around In the wastes of opportunities
passed by.
I am white In color. So what? That
does not tell you a damn thing about
what I'm like Inside, unless of course,
you believe In stereotypes. Speaking
of which, Isn't that the type of thing
we're tJying to avoid? Maybe not- It
sure was plastered all over the column. Or did we not realize that?
Here's a quote to refresh your
memoiy: "In a desperate attempt to
shield themselves from radal alt!-

THE' l.ETTER J
WE RE ALL c;RE:~K 1'oiE1HER?

HATE"ER
1

Tour turn
dsm, white males and females have
reverted to the supposedly Indefensible sentence, 'I have black friends.
I'm not racist.'"
So what exactly are you tJying to
say? Are you saying that whites
don't really mean it when they say
this? Are you saying that whites hide
behind this statement to avoid being
tortured and terrorized by large
groups of blacks? It's just not fair to
stereotype anyone, is It?
Let me tell you what I mean when
I say, "I am not racist. I have black
friends." I am saying I look at the
Insides of a person when I select a
friend. I am saying that It does not
matter If a person Is diseased, disfigured, yellow, white, purple or onelegged. I am saying I look through
my heart, not through my eyes.
It's a shame that we should have
to defend ourselves anyway. I mean,
aren't we expected to accept people

of all colors, desires and lifestyles
without question nowadays? Well
then, why should anyone be questioned for making a statement in
support of their beliefs? If I say, "I am
not a racist," why then should I be
questioned if another is not questioned for saying, "I am gay?"
In the event that I should have to
defend myself and slip (by making
that all-too-famlllar, desperate mistake of a statement that makes some
cringe at the mere mention of it), I
hope you will ask me what I mean
before grouping me with those
white people who are hiding behind
their shields!
I don't want a trip to Harlem, and
I don't want to ride the Soul Train. I
just want to meet a few more people
like ElllQtt Peppers and Keisha
Greene who see me as I see them,
from the Inside first.
Oh, and when you all have decided that you're tired of re-hashing this
radal thing aver and over, come and
grab me by the hand. I'll be waiting,
with some of my black friends.
.. -
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United States has responsibility toward Haiti
for the past week, I have watched and read the
attempts by political pundits and prominent actors in the
political process to identify what the proper U.S. role
should be in resolving the turbulent situation in Haiti.
Most focus upon what interests the U.S. has in this
poverty stricken Caribbean nation, while others discuss
to what degree U.S. involvement is necessary and desirable to ensure that democracy, embodied in Haiti's first
democratically elected president Jean-Bertrand Aristide,
is restored.
They debate. They promulgate. They philosophize.
They assert their opinions with an air of arrogant self-satisfaction, but what they fail to do is address how critical
the plight of the Haitian people actually is.
Haiti is the poorest nation in the Western
Hemisphere. The majority of the Haitian people live in a
world far removed from our first world lifestyle where
potable water is scarce, unemployment rates are
extremely high and wages are inhumanely low (the
average Haitian makes less than $30 a year) and where
the faces of sick and hungry children are everywhere.
This poverty, which oppresses the Haitian people is very
much linked to a bloody coup two years ago, beCause
the de facto militaiy government serves only to perpetuate the unjust social, economic and political structure ,
which has characterized this nation for decades.
How does this relate to U.S. involvement in Haiti?

Neil
Naftzger

"Because of the past role
the US. has played in ·
fostering the current
socioeconomic and
political environment, it
is our responsibility to
act to ensure that
President AristUie is
restored to power. "

Well, the corrupt economic and political structure in
Haiti which serves to oppress the majority of the popu~
lace was largely engineered with the support of past
U.S. administrations. For decades, the U.S. government
fiscally and militarily backed the Duvalier regimes and
other dictators who were notorious for their brutality and
total disregard for human life. It was under these
regimes that wealth and power were further consolidated into the hands of the Haitian elite, who ensured that
the military was at their beckoned call to guarantee that
their sordid self-interests were maintained and expanded. Remnants of the Duvalier regimes still exist in Haiti
today, and those elements are thriving under the current
militaiy government.
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Women~s

council
Tour turn
says speaker would
be good for Eastern Homecoming \:Vas
Dear editor:
both ·unorganized
The Women's Studies Council
commends your Nov. 4 editorial on
and unprofessional

Gloria Steinem. We also think that
Dear editor:
having an internationally known
During the week of Homecoming,
journalist/feminist at Eastern during
the population of the university and
March.• Women's History and
the community spent time at various
Awareness Month, will be both -eduHomecoming activities, such as the
cational and memorable.
parade, the football game and winFor those concerned about the . dow painting. It was a time to bond
cost and attendance, we will work to and come together as a school, celeassure a huge turnout. Some stu- brating Eastern's spirit and pride. As
dents will go out of curiosity and the Homecoming chairs of several
opposition; many will go because organizations, we would like to
Steinem represents the best of the bring the disorganization and lack of
women's movement, equality and
professionalism of the University
self respect.
Board Homecoming Committee to
We also commend the Appor- the attention of the university.
tionment Board for doing its homeThe previous month was full of
work, for knowing that as a founding meetings, deadlines and activities.
editor of Ms. magazine, a biogra- Some of these deadlines were
pher of Marilyn Monroe, a founding 'changed at will without proper notieditor of the New Yorker, ari essayist fication. One example of this would
(expose on what it was like to work be window painting clean-up. The
at the Playboy Club) and a magna original time was Sunday, Oct. 24 by
cum laude graduate of Smith 1J a.m. Then at the last minute, the
College, Steinem has much to say to time was changed and dean-up was
to be completed by 5 p.m. We were
today's college students.
Sharon Bartllng/Coordlnator not formally notified, and we found
of Women's Studies Council out the new information by word of

- Neil Naftzger is chairman of the Haiti connection
and a guest columnist for The Daily f4stem News.

Senate best served
students.in refusing
speaker allocation

~f.Rf YA GO BABE,
-

It is this very military regime which has been directly
linked to thousands of false arrests, beatings, executions
and assassinations of democracy proponents. The military, under the direction of Raoul Cedras, has adopted a
policy of selected and general repression to silence any
protest from Haitian democratic movements, which
have been forced underground to carry on their efforts
for independence from economic and political oppression.
Because of the past role the U.S. has played in fostering the current socioeconomic and political environment
in Haiti, it is our responsibility to act to ensure that
President Aristide is restored to power, for it is only ·he
who can begin to dismantle the means of oppression
and build a just and democratic society. To me, the only
rational and peaceful solution is to let sanctions work to
apply the necessary pressure to accomplish this goal. It
is what the Haitian people want, for they realize that
although they may suffer, it is the best means by which
Aristide can be returned.
It is time for the Haitian people to be allowed to
determine their own destiny, and this can only 6ccur if
the U.S. accepts its responsibility to act not only to rectify its past mistakes, but also to promote true democracy
and the means for self-determination and peace in Haiti.

mouth in passing with persons not
in our organiza,tlons.
Another instance dealing with
window painting was with drawing
deadlines. I turned in my drawing on
time, and a week later one of the
committee chairs called, stating they
lost my design. In addition to that,
they expected me to give them
another one. We find that extremely
irresponsible of a committee servicing the entire campus.
Another problem was with the
inefficiency in getting the parade
materials out, such as parade placement forms. We received the placement information after we personally
went to the office to inquire about
placement. Deadlines were not met.
For example, we believe the
Homecoming booklets with the
king, queen and attendant pictures
should come out before coronation
and should be readily accessibly to
students. Booklets should be placed
in halls and academic buildings
where students can pick one up.
These are only a few problems we
noticed that the Homecoming
Committee needs to improve upon.
We feel that Homecoming Week
would have been better if the committee was more organized, responsible and professional.
· Jennifer Szemlot
Dien Joyce

Last Wednesday's Student Senate
meeting triggered a wave of controversy that has yet to be settled. At
that meeting, the senate recommended an aqditional allocation of ,
just over $6,000 for the University
Board's Lecture Committee to be
_used during "Women's History
Month" to bring a guest speaker to
campus. Originally, UB requested
$11 ,450 for this event.
When we rejected the original Bobby
request, we did so for one predomi- Smith
nant reason. After a lengthy, edu- - - - - - - - •
cated debate, a majority of your senate members decided
that spending $11,450, an amount that almost doubles
the committee's yearly budget, was an unwise expenditure of your money. To spend $11,450 on a single event
that is not designed to generate a proflt seemed foolish to
those senate members that voted down the original proposal.
Please, do not misunderstand this issue. The senate is
charged with making the flnandal decision In this case.
You have read that the senate voted down this proposal
because It was designed to bring the nationally-renowned
feminist activist and author Gloria Steinem to campus. This
is a fallacy. Senate members based their decision solely
upon the flnandal aspects of this situation.
We respect UB's ability to bring first-rate programs to
Eastern. This is why the senate made sure that the committee did receive a substantial amo1,mt of additionally
allocated funds. Your senate members were assured that if
the original requested amount was reduced, the committee would still be able to bring a dynamic voice to campus
for this most Important of issues.
The senate did not make this decision lightly. As our
tuition and fees continue to increase, it is importance that
we re-evaluate the way students' money ls spent.
It is true Gloria Steinem would generate a large crowd.
However, the question then becomes - would a majority
of the student body benefit, or would the student's pockets be picked again for the betterment of people other
then the ones footing the bill? Pleas~ know that the
requested $11,450, and now the $6,000 plus comes
directly from you. No profit will be generate to reimburse
you. Once It Is spent, it is gone.
Your senate supports the need to bring a strong voice
on women's issues to campus. Your senate also supports
fiscal responsiveness. To label the senate's actions anything other than an honest attempt at making a sound
flnandal decision is unwarranted.
This was a decision reached by a majority of your elected representatives. Not all agree with the outcome, but
none may argue with the process. All concerns were
heard. All aspects were laid on the table for consideration.
When all was said and done, the senate reached a fair and
equitable compromise that benefits all involved.
- Bobby Smith is the speaker of the student senate and
a guest columnist for 1he Daily f.astem News.
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Candidate shoots for senate spot
Editor's note: Here are the profiles on
eight of the nine students challenging for
five full-seats and one-half seat in
Wednesday's Student Senate election.
Sophomore Jerry Nuzzo could not be
reached for comment Monday, but will be
profiled on Wednesday.
Because all students running in the atlarge and off-campus districts are running unopposed, these students will not be
profiled since they are all guaranteed sen·
ate seats.
By JOHN FERAK
Student government editor

Student Senate candidate Dara
Scheller thinks serving as a resident hall
assistant keeps abreast of concerns of
Eastern's student body.

Scheller, a junior special education
major, is one of nine students challenging
for five full seats and one-half seat in the
on-campus district for Wednesday's fall
elections.
One major reason Scheller said she
decided to run for senate is because of her
close relationship with other students.
She cited an example of a resident who

crune to her with an idea about recycling
newspaper. By joining senate, Scheller
believes she can be a voice for students
living in on-crunpus housing.
Scheller said she also wants to improve
the awareness of handicap accessibility at
Eastern. Scheller said possibly more
panel discussions on the subject and more
publicity about the issue will help solve
the problem.
"I know there's not a lot I can do directly," she said. "I'd like to see the crunpus
more aware of students' needs."
Making some of Eastern's student service departments more "student-oriented"
is another project of Scheller's. She said
some offices including the Financial Aid
and Registration offices on crunpus don't
always greet students with friendly service.

Senate incumbent desires change
By TAMALA GANT
Staff writer

"Move to Change" is the motto of
Michael J. Treis - an incumbent Student
Senate member campaigning for Wednesday's senate election.
Treis is one of nine students running
for five full seats and one-half seat in the
on-crunpus district in the election. .
Treis said he believes because of his
past experience as a Student Senate
member at the College of DuPage and as
president of the Young Entrepreneur's

Club there, he will be a good senate
member.
If re-elected, Treis said·he will work to
improve Eastern's image, improve the
recycling efforts by trying to purchase
more bins for aluminum cans, improve
campus accessibility for students with
disabilities by improving the quality of
sidewalks by making the building
entrances and exits better and if necessary, installing elevators in buildings.
"I think that a students should be
more educated on the role of Student
Senate," Treis added.

Among educating student on the roles
of senate, Treis also believes a communication gap exists between student organizations and the senate.
Being a hard worker, a leader, a motivational speaker, makes him an excellent
candidate for a Student Senate position,
Treis said.
Treis said he ·thinks student concerns
should be the main concern of the uni- ·
versity and should be reflected in the
attitudes of those serving students something Treis said needs improvement.

Transfer student wants to make a mark
By NATALIE GOTT
Staff writer

Katherine Close made her
mark in the political world at
Elgin Community College
and she wants to do the same
at Eastern.
Close served as secretary
and vice president of student
senate at Elgin Community
College before transferring to
Eastern this semester.

Close, a junior political science major from St. Charles,
is one of nine students running for five full seats and
one-half seat in the on-campus district for Wednesday's
fall elections.
As a member of the Elgin's
student government, Close
set up the HIV-AIDS Awareness Week, coordinated the
fall and spring blood drive,
chaired the internal affairs

committee and served as
alternate student member on
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education. In addition to
these tasks, Close also served
as president of student senate for three months after
the for~er president resigned.
"I would like to continue
being active in student government. I really enjoy working with people and politics,"

Close said. "I feel that I can
add a new perspective and
experience to the EIU's Student Senate."
Close has earned college
scholarships for the past
three years for her involvement in student government.
Close said she has attended only one Eastern Student
Senate meetings, but she is
familiar with the format and
procedures of senate.
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Freshman Jason Anselent said his experience
orking with Student Sente's LEAD program and his
ork as representative to
he Union Advisory Board
e among his qualifications
r a senate on-campus seat
Wednesday's senate elec'ons.
"By working with the
EAD program I have
ttained a greater interest
n Student Government,"
nselment said: "I would
ow like to take my place at
level where I would be
ble to voice not only my
inions, but other students'
pinions) as well," he said.
The senate's LEAD proram was designed to
volve more non-senate

Students
look to be
c~pus

members with Student
Government.
Anselment said he has
attended all but two of the
senate meetings this semester. He said all senate members could be more involved.
"It seems there are a few
people who are doing a lot of
work," Anselment said, adding senate members need
to be accountable to their
jobs and the people they
represent.
Anselment served on student council for four years
at McLeansboro High School
and served as the council's
president during his junior
and senior years.
Anselment said he has
some plans if he is elected to
the sen~te, but he wants to
. be-come more familiar with
some senate policies and
issues.

•
voices

By KRISTINA WOODS
· Staff writer

To serve as a voice for the
campus body and to let students know what Student
Senate really represents is
are among the promises
made by two of the nine candidates running in Wed-nesday's fall elections.
In Wednesday's senate
elections, a total of nine students are challenging for five
full seats and one-half seat in
the on-campus district for
Student Senate elections.
Freshman challenger John
Turner said he wants to be on
senate because "the average
student doesn't know what
CHRIS SEPER/Managing editor the senate is about, or what
they are doing." Turner said
he wants to let students
know the senate "is there for
them."
these laundry rooms, a potential victim
"I think the senate needs
currently has no immediate way of call- to improve relations with the
ing for help since no phones are avail- students," Turner said. He
able -in the laundry rooms of residence said senate isn't always
halls, he said.
aware of what most students
Improving Eastern's handicap acces- want. He said the senate
sibility is another item on Boyster's should take polls in the resiplatform.
_
dence halls to get students'
"I would like to use Student Senate as opinions before voting on
voice to the administration," Boyster issues that will affect everysaid. "I think more needs to be done in . one.
complying with the (American Dis- ·
If elected, Turner said he
abilities Act) a lot quicker. That's one of will try to ·improve. relatio:rw
my concerns."
with student organizations.
One way to ' accomplish tliis
would be having a program
where all student organizations would do things togethsaid
er.
"Recognizing the influence of your
Michael Eiter, a sophoparents in their current relationBhip ·is
more incumbent senate mem~
something I always stress," Kirk said.
her, currently holds a half"Helping couples ~to understand how
seat on the senate for the fall
,. their parent.a taught them to relate with
semester. Eiter said he'd like
· others is another issue I'll touch on."
to "have a voice and be able
Kirk said the main' reason people
to act on the opinions of people who elected him."
attend these seminars is for information
and help in a relationship.
Eiter said the issues he
Kirk said he is impressed with the
plans to tackle if re-elected
growing number of people who seek help
will be brought to his attenin a relationship. He expects couples as
tion by the students once he
well as single persons with problems or
is elected, and that he will do
everything in his power to
questions to attend the seminar. - .
make the necessary changes.

ew student challenging for seat
Although he's new on campus, Chris
yster doesn't want to waste time getg involved in Student Senate.
"I'm a transfer student," Boyster said.
f I'm elected, it will be a learning
rience for me at first too."
Boyster is a junior transfer from
lleville Area College. He worked with
student leader group and was active
ember of student activities at his
·or college.

One of Boyster's more innovative
ideas to improve campus safety is trying
to get a flashing yellow or red light at
the intersection of Fourth Street and
Grant Avenue. Currently, there is a
three-way stop sign at the intersection.
"We need some type of light there,"
Boyster said. "Otherwise, somebody's
going to get hit one of these days at the
crosswalk."
Another project of Boyster's is to have
telephones placed in the laundry rooms
of residence halls.
If an attacker ever entered one of

a

eminar to*teach communication
Teaching couples the skills needed to
unicate effectively is the purpose
the Life Skills Seminar Wednesday,
"Couple Communication;" featuring
Kirk of the psychology department,
· be held at noon in the Arcola Room
Martin Luther King Jr, University
Dion.
Kirk, who has been counseling couples
ore marriage at various area church.for more than 15 years, will be particiting in his first seminar on couple

communication at Eastern.
The seminar will tcy to teach ~uples
the skills needed not only to communicate effectively, but to put relationshlps
in perspective, Kirk said. He said learning to use a little humor helps people
stay sane in a :relationship.
Because this is his first time conducting the seminar; Kirk said he is unsure
what direction the presentation will take
and said it is up to those in attendance
to decide what will be discussed.
There are several topics Kirk will talk
about during the seminar relating to
couples and how they communicate, he
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· IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT
IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS

v~~, 'M>rldCo.
Walt Disnc:y World Co. representatives will be on campus to present
an information session for Undergraduate Students on the
Walt Disney World SPRING '94 College Program.

NOW OPEN!

'WHEN: Thursday, November 11
6:00pm
WHERE: Coleman Hall Auditorium

Hours 11 :00 am - 2:30 am
Attendance at tbts presentation
ts required ·to llllervlew for tbe
Spring '.94 College Program.·
Interviews will be held on friday,
November 12. All majors are
encouraged to attend.

Everyday
l.'

~Burritos

As Big As Your Head!"®

We_satisfy when the bars can't
For more information
Contact: Placement Center
Phone: SSI-2411

© The Walt Disney C.O.

An Equal Opponunity Employer

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
NOW YOU CAN SHIP UPS,
FEDERAL EXPRESS, U.S.
MAIL, SEND A FAX, GET
MONEY ORDERS, 'LAMINATE
AND MUCH MORE AT MAILBOXES AND PARCEL DEPOT.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. WE HAVE BOXES AND
PACKING STUFF GALORE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110

ACCEPTING applications in
the following areas due to program expansion: Habilitation
aides, Housekeeping/Janitorial
staff, Activities staff, Dietary
staff, and supervisory positions
at all levels. Competitive
salaries. Benefits where applicable. Apply in person at 738
18th St., 738 18th St., Chas., IL
EOE.

COUPLE
DESIRES
TO
ADOPT IN.FANT TO 1 YR .
OLD. Your child will have a loving full-time mom, caring and
attentive dad' and two adopted
brothers. Open to answering
any questions or concerns. Call
Dennis and Diane, 1-800-4534439.
11/12
ADORABLE 2 YEAR OLD
LOOKING TO BE A BIG SISTER! YOUNG, CAUCASIAN
SUBURBAN FAMILY LOOKING
TO ADOPT NEWBORN BABY.
CALL COLLECT ANYTIME.
708-418-8114.

. MAKE UP TO $100 AN HOUR!
EXCITING! UNBELIEVABLE!
GUARANTEED! CALL (708)
545-6944, DEPT. 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING:
Earn up to $2,000+/month +
world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.). Summer
and Career Employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
BEACH
or SKI
Group
Promoter. Small or larger
groups. Yours FREE, discounted or CASH. Call CMI 1-800423-5264.
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11 ' WANTED: Spacious apt.,
$700/wk. cannery workers;
close to campus on 6th
$4000/mo. deckhands. Alaska
Street. Rent negotiable. Call
fishing industry now hiring for
348-7980.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
next summer. 11,000 openings.
No exp. necessary. Free rm. &
Female Roommate wanted for
· bd. These jobs go fast!
Spring '94. Own room. Close to
Employment Alaska . 1-206- campus . Furnished. $170
323-2672.
month plus utilities. Call 345_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
6376.
Accepting applications for
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
Education majors to nanny
Girl needed to share nice 3
for 6 children in Effingham . bedroom apt. with 2 others for
Weeknights/weekends, Fallspring semester. $210 mo .
Summer semesters . EXPEincluding all utilities. Nice buildRIENCE A MUST! Call Doris
ing close to EIU. Call CAMPUS
at Budgetel Inn, Eff. 342RENTALS 345-3100 between
2525.
5-9 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19

:i Daily htem Jews
Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Ad to read:

ACROSS
t Blow one's own
horn
5 Ski town in Colo.
10 Ship on which
Hercules sailed
14 An avatar of
Vishnu
15 Bogart or
Cortez role
18 Close
t7 Superstar born
Dec. 12, 1915
t9 Cobbler's
sparable
20 "Crimes and
Misdemeanors"
director
21 Easy target for
criticism
23Tint
24 U. of Md.
football team

Roommate for two bedroom apt.
$150 month + utilities. Close to
campus. Call Mike. 348-1535.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

One sublessor needed for
Spring of '94. $175.00 per
month plus utilities, own room,
located on 9th Street near campus. 348-5842.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
Sublessor needed for Spring
and/or summer 94. $125.00 a
month plus utilities. 7th St., 1
1/2 blocks from campus.
Laundry on premises. Security
door. Call Chris at 345-3891 or
contact Williams Interiors at
345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/11
Female sublessor needed for
Spring '94. $167.00/month plus
utilities, located on 7th Street
across Lincoln. Call 348-1178.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
2 sublessors needed for fully
furnished house on 1st St .
Spring Semester. M/F, own
rooms, 5 mo. lease, $195.00 +
1/6 utilities. Call 345-4323.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
Male sublessor needed for
Spring '94. $180/month plus
utilities. Call Craig, 348-1799.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
2 Female sublessors needed
for Spring for 4 bdrm . house.
$110.00 each. Own room .
Dec.-May. 345-6441.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
One-bedroom apartment available immediately. Free cable,
water, garbage. Three block
from campus. 345-2410.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Spring
& ' Summer
'94 .
One
bedroom/One person. 7th
Street. Call 345-6379 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
The Daily Eastern News
accepts Visa and Mastercard
for all your classified ad needs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ha-00

26 One-tenth of
MDX
"W' . th
27
inme- e- -" : Milne
28 European
cavalryman
3t Mad
34 Stopped
37 Fort Worth inst.
38 John Barrymore
41 "No No
Nan'ette~ quartet
42 Truly
.
43 M~dieval
shields
44 Popular pet
48 Wriggling
48 Betty Ford, - Bloomer
'9Key
military-training
group

Under Classifi~tion o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Girl needed to share nice 3
bedroom apt. with 2 others for
spring semester. $210 mo.
including all utilities. Nice building close to EIU. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS 345-3100 between
5-9 p.m.
Lost: Pair of slip on sun sha
by the soccer field, Nov.
Please call 581-6329.
2 bedroom apartment for two
to four people . Furnished,
heat paid. Available immediately. Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
Apartment for Rent: 1 bedroom
for Sp. '94 in Youngstown. Free
cable & parking. Dish washer,
walk-in closet. 345-7963 or
345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
3 bedroom apt. for 3 people.
Furnished, utilities paid, near
campus.Call 348-5154.
------,----11/10
2 ROOM EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED. UTILITIES PAID.
PARKING
INCLUDED 2
BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS .
CALL 345-9476.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/15
3 bedroom apt., 3 girls Spring
Semester $220 each includes
all utilities. Nice building close
to EIU.
Call CAMPUS
RENTALS 345-3100 between
5-9 p.m.

t---r•L•O•R•l•D•A

'80 AMC EAGLE, 4 dr. Great
family car w/auto. trans. Only
$1,400 w/warranty. 345-9657.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
GET IT HERE. 1979 TOYOTA
CELICA. RUNS GOOD.
GOOD SERVICE RECORD.
STARTS WHEN THE OTHERS CHOKE. $800.00. CALL
345-6376.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12

:

LAS VEGAS
BoO•U•T•H C•A•R•O•L•l•ll•ll

' HILTON HEAD ISi.ANO
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHU

I• BDD• SUNCH

~~~ ~"!~~:y

Garner
82 Eleven, in Avila
83 A rival in "The
Rivals"
M Date for

a

Ducl~s

Henb1t or
plantain
M Soothing word
87 Molders

DOWN
1Wide
2Comefrom
behind
3 Saunter
40zgirl's
surname
Slbsen
ch·aracter
• Lead an attack
7 Completely
discharge a
debt
a Anthony and
Clarissa
9 Avian hangout
10 Chronicle
u Practical
12 Gold medalist
Devers: 1992
13 A Paris airport
1aBiblical
preposition
22 Old silver coin
of Italy

She Doesn't Know

59

25 Epoch of the
Tertiary Period
27Dowel
28 Sheep drover
29 U.S. rights org.
30 Bitter herbs
31 Phase
32Wordsof
despair
33Rapport;
empathy
35 Mischievous
Olympian
36 Word for 12
Down

39Mad
40 Enchanted
45 Like a clunker's
fender
47 Court calls
49 Mike Ditka, e.g.
so Moline
11 Bowie's last
stand

oc
Bakersfield, P.O.

erra
Magical Worlds

Wanted

Next Step

Medicine
SportsCenter

1 - - - - l l • I M l ' • A • D • A - -...

Incredible Animals
Pet Connection

Coach

Married...
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STEAM80AT
VAllJllEA VEii CREEK
llllECKENRIOOEJICEYSTOlll

57 ~:v:~~~cky"
co-star

NHL Hockey

Mws·H

DAYTONA 8UCH
PANAMA CITY 8EACH
ORI.ANDO/WALT DISNEY

st Neighbor of Gr.
54 Jacob and
Esau, to

SportsCenter
Sportsnight

Tonight

Found in Buzzard: a calculat
Come to Rm . 127 to clai
Must have description to clai
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
FOUND : greenish bro
Backpack with Inside the
World Book inside. Come
127 Buzzard to claim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11
FOUND: purple suede pu
Come to 127 Buzzard to clai
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
FOUND: "EIU MOM" swea
at football game, claim
Computer Services or c
3227.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1111
Buy and Sell in the News
sified ads!

Wings

Prime Suspect

Movie:

Bob Spoo
Mysteries

In Living Color

Magical Worlds

Movie

a Legal
53 Some social
gatherings
54Expand
ssMagic
incantation
SS Fitzgerald's
forte
58 Not in harmo
61 Employ
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ulls place. Pippen Rule changes not drastic
n injured reserve
By The Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP) - Scottie
'ppen, the Chicago Buils'
der since Michael Jordan
tired, was placed on the
'ured list Monday with an
e injury, meaning he will
· s at least five games.
"Scottie is a tough kid who
ways wants to play. I think
's definitely a little frusted at not being able to do
hat he's done in the past.
main concern is Scottie's
ealth," general manager
rry Krause said.

HOLARSHIP
MONEY
AILABLE! $6.6 BILLION
CLAIMED LAST YEAR!
corded message gives
'Is. 345-2629, ext. 112.
___ _ _ _ _ _ 1~10
dent Senate Elections,
vember
10,
1993:
mber to VOTE!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
HA TAN: 10 TANS FOR
.00. CALL 345-4386.
..,,~=-:::--:-'."'.=:-:--:-:--::-:-:-:-:--:-11 /9
ONES, NOW AVAILABLE
R FUNCTIONS, 6,000 FT.,
RGE DANCE FLOOR,
ON LIGHT SHOW, 600
IT DJ SYSTEM , 9 POOL
LES, FULL BAR SET UP,
88.
---....,---,...-----,,--,--11 /11
ratulations to all the memof Phi Beta Chi on our one
Chapterization
r
iversaryl Let's keep the
Chi Spirit Strong!
. ,-==:--:-,...----..,..11/9
EL: How are you doing?
you! Love, Mierlo.
- --------c:c11/9
e Women of Delta Zeta.
you so much for helping
lect over 2000 lbs. of food
the needy of Charleston.
the Men of LAMBDA CHI
A.
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
IK alias "Gunner" happy
Birthday. See you Friday
rly's around 3:30 to cele. Love, Melanie.
--------,.---,-,-_11/9
, we finally made it! Let's
to gateway-because we
I Hope you had a great BLove ya, Sandy.

Pippen, an NBA All-Star
the past two years, has been
recovering from off-season
minor surgery on his right
ankle.
He missed three practices
last week and was limping
after Saturday's game. His
condition has been diagnosed
as chronic tendinitis.
Pippen - who scored 41
points in the Bulls' first two
games - has not missed a
game because of injury for
five pro seasons.

Order of Omega will meet
tonight at 8:30 p .m. in the
Kansas Room.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
BETH HAGAR: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Hope your day is great
and have fun tonight! Sig Kap
Love, Nicole and Colleen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
Darren, Tony, Brian and
Frank-Thanks for all of your
coaching and support. We all
had a great time! The football
team
of Phi Beta Chi.
___________
1119
To the Men of LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA-Thank you for asking
us to help out with your philanthropy! We hope it was a
GREAT SUCCESS! Love the
LADIES of DELTA ZETA.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
Tiffany and Zack: Thanks for a
great Dad's night. You're awesome parents. Love, Staci.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
JASON BONDS: The ASTS
have the coolest sweetheart.
Thanks for the goodies. Love,
the TAUS.
-------~11/9
DELTA ZETAS: Thank you for
taking the time to help out!! I
really appreciate it! DZ Love,
Bobbie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
Phi Beta Chi wishes all of the
sororities good luck during
Delta Chi Superbowl.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
BRENT PRICE: Smile! Your
Mommy loves you! I hope you
had fun on Mom's night! We'll
have to go out again soon!
Love your Alpha Phi Mom,
Amy.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9

//Iii

There's nothing shocking in the latest
edition of the college basketball rule book.
The three big changes are subtle and all
aimed at making the last couple of minutes
of games more like the first 38.
They also bring criticism that the college
game is getting too much like the NBA.
"The changes came from the desire of the
Rules Committee to do something about the
ugliness of the last two minutes," said
Hank Nichols, the secretary of that NCAA
committee and a former top referee. "We
had attempted to deal with it with no success. These moves were made in that direction."
The moves reduce the 45-second shot

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
FINCH, Le' John (Shaun) I
thought about it, please call
me, I miss you, Marianne.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
AST SCHOLARS OF THE
WEEK ARE AIMEE DANIELS
AND STACI PICKEL. CONGRATULATIONS, TAU LOVE,
YOUR SISTERS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
Laura Kelpzig-you are the
greatest Little Sis ever! I Love
Val Jen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9
Vote for Harvey Pettry-Student
Senate. Every Person's Party.
Committee to elect Harvey
Pettry.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/10
DIANE BROWN: I hope you
have a great 22nd birthday!
Love, Your Husband, KP.
-------__,,.,,.11/9
TRI-SIGMA
FOOTBALL
TEAM-GOOD LUCK IN DELTA
CHI SUPERBOWL. Love Ya,
Brian.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/9

EVERYONE NEEDS

MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in

The Daily
Eastern News

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF Industrial Tech.
will hold a chapter meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in
Room 219 of Kiehm Hall. Dr. Don Armel will be
speaking on E-mail.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA hold its AKA Reflection
Auction at 8 p.m. Nov. 9 in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union Gallery.
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will hold a Masculine
Male Participant Meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Walkway. This is for all men interested in being in
the masculine male contest. for more information
call Angie at 348-0308. _
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
meeting will be tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 027 of
Lumpkin Hall. Dress as you would for an interview. Bring your current resume'.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will meet tonight at 6
p.m. All members an coordinators must attend
the meeting. Pictures for yearbook will be taken
directly after the meeting.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB MEETING will be tonight
at 6 p.m. in the Psych Lounge.
EIU KARATE CLUB will hold a workout today at
3:30-5 p.m. in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Gallery. New members are
always welcome.
IAEA WORKING MEETING will be today from 13 p.m. in Room 203B Fine Arts Building . Help
make Christmas sale items. Munchies will be
available.
NATIONAL RESIDENCE HALL Honorary's
weekly meeting will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Glenn Williams Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR Christ will hold Prime
Time tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 017 of Lumpkin
Hall. Head basketball coach Rick Samuels will be
speaking.

The Daily Eastern News will run
your "FOR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD
(1 O words) for 1 day for $1 *

E.A.R.T.HJSEAC WILL meet tonight at 7 p.m. in
Room 313 of Blair Hall. Everyone welcome.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate
the Sacrament of Penance tonight from 8-9 p.m.
in the Newman Chapel at Ninth Street and
Lincoln Avenue.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible
Study tonight at 6 p.m . in Room 109A of
Coleman Hall.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB SPEAKER will be tonight at
6 p.m. in Room 200 of Blair Hall. All are welcome.
EIU DANCERS PRACTICE will be tonight Air at
6:30 p.m., Earth at 7 p.m. Everyone else be at
the Studio at 7:30 p.m.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting will be
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL INTRAMURAL$
meeting will be tonight at 8 p.m. across from the
Bookstore in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
BLACK STUDENT UNION Committee Chair persons will have a Miss Black EIU Pageant meeting tonight from 7-8 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union .
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will hold it regular meeting at 5:45 p.m. Nov. 10 in Room 108 of the
Buzzard Building.
PRSSA MEETING WILL be tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Terrance Ebert will be tonight's
speaker. All are welcome.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN Resource Management
will have dinner with the Adult chapter tonight at
5:30 p.m. in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. For more information
call Mindy.

Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any NON-PROFIT event, i.e.
bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by ·NOON one
business day before the date of the event. Example: any e"'.ent schedul~ for Th~rsday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday 1s the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by
phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
LE.15 JUSI 9''< wt
~EEO SCME BIG

OID '1W

SELL SHORT SA VE LONG'

clock to 35 seconds, eliminate the five-sec.ond count for a player closely guarded while
dribbling, and stop the game clock on each
field goal in the final minute of play.
The Rules Committee is made up of 12
coaches, six from Division I and three each
from Divisions II and III. Its decision came
with input from the rest of the coaching
ranks through a detailed questionaire.
"The changes should help speed up the
final minutes, which seem to take forever
as teams try to make up a deficit," Nichols
said.
"The shorter clock will allow teams to
play defense rather than foul, and stopping
the clock on made field goals will cut down
the timeouts taken just for that reason."
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1 for $1 is available to any non-eommercial individual who wishes to
an item or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .

e: _________________
ress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

•ISStage:. (one word perJine)_

Doonesbury
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Bulls win without Pippen
CHICAGO (AP) - The
Chicago Bulls, depleted by
the retirement of Michael
Jordan and an injury to
Scottie Pippen, needed neither Monday night in a 10680 rout of the Atlanta
Hawks.
The Bulls, who got 23
points from RJ. Armstrong,
used a 41-13 surge in the
second half to blow out the
Hawks. Pippen was placed
on injured reserve earlier
Monday with tendinitis in
the right ankle and miss~cl ·

his first game since the first half and the Bulls trail1988-89 season.
ing 38-30, Chicago coach
The game was tied at 50 Phil Jackson was hit with a
when the Bulls went on a double technical by official
22-9 burst in the last 9:02 of Mark Wunderlich for arguthe third quarter to open a ing a loose-ball call ar.l was
72-59 lead. The surge con- automatically ejected.
tinued into the fourth quarWilkins, who scored 12
ter, with Chicago outscoring ,c onsecutive points in the
Atlanta 15-2 to lead to 87- period, canned both free
throws to give Atlanta a 4061.
·
Dominique Wilkins led 30 lead.
the Hawks with 17 points.
But the Bulls rallied and
·Pete Myers added 15 for the tied the game at 44 when
Bulls.
Myers made a 50-foot shot
·
With 5 minutes left in the at the buzzer.

r----------,

Serving Charleston &. Eastern Illinois University

426 W. Lincoln
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Cleveland -c.u ts Kosar loose-

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Bernie Kosar lost a
three-year power struggle with coach Bill
Belichick, and was cut Monday by the
Cleveland Browns.
The most popular Cleveland player since
Jim Brown retired nearly three decades ago,
Kosar never fit into Belichick's offense and
finally lost his starting job last month to
Vinny Testaverde.
Kosar returned as the starter Sunday in a
29-14 loss to Denver -Testaverde is out with a
separated shoulder - but learned Monday
morning he was being waived.
"I've known for a while that I don't really fit
into their plans," Kosar said. "Bill has his way
of doing things. That's been shown by the way
they've been getting rid of the players who
were here before he got here." Of the 52 players now on the Browns' roster, only 11 preceded Belichick. He was hired in 1991.
Todd Philcox, who has started one game in
four seasons, will start Sunday at Seattle,
backed up by Brad Goebel. The Browns plan
to sign a third quarterback this week.
"This is the most difficult decision I've ever
made or been a part of," Belichick said. "I have

F~

l

"~

·~

a tremendous amount of respect for Bernie as
a person, as a competitor, his toughness.
"Basically, it came down to his production
and a diminishing of his physical skills. We've
all seen him play. I'm not going to bad-mouth
and bash Bernie. He's done too much for this
organization." Kosar, who turns 30 on Nov. 25,
played in 108 games and started 105 of them
in nine seasons after Cleveland chose him in
the 1985 supplemental draft. A native of nearby Boardman, Ohio, Kosar led the University
of Miami to the national championship in
1983.
Kosar never wanted to play for anyone but
the Browns, and graduated early so Cleveland
could pick him up in the supplemental draft.
He took the Browns to the playoffs in each
of his first five seasons, making it to the AFC
Championship Game three times; only to lose
to Denver.
But from the time Belichick arrived, there
was friction.
Belichick insisted on considerable control of
the offense at the expense of Kosar's biggest
asset: his ability to read defenses and adjust to
them at the line of scrimmage.

invasions a growing concern

By The Associated Press
It's the latest in interactive
sports: Fans usurp the
celebrity of athletes by
attacking them, crashing the
gate or floating in from the
sky.
One man is obsessed,
another a publicity seeker. A
festive football crowd just
wants to touch its heroes, no
harm intended.
Yet, people are getting
hurt, athletes and fans.
Are they random acts in a
crazy year - the stabbing of
Monica Seles, fans surging ·
onto the field at Wisconsin, a
paraglider landing in the ring
of the Bowe-Holyfield heavyweight title fight-or are they
a foreshadowing of dumber
things to come? "This is, in a
way, the equivalent of people .
wanting to call up talk shows
and vent their spleen," says
Todd' Gitlin, sociologist at the
University of California. "Or,
for that matter, linking into
interactive computer networks.
"A lot of people feel they

Sell

don't really exist unless
they've gone public, unless
they've talked to the media. It
is bizarre, it's mighty bizarre.
But a lot of people feel diminished if they haven't been
annointed or discovered by
the spotlight." Nothing new in
that except the methods.
.
The twisted path to fame,
15 minutes worth of it or 15
years, has been taken by people as diverse as the skyjackers of the '60s, buxom
Morgana who ran onto the
field to kiss baseball players
in the '70s, innumerable
streakers, and the soap opera
actor who parachuted close to
the mound in the 1986 World
Series at Shea Stadium in
New York.
Some daredevil acts, illegal
though they may be, capture
the public's imagination and
humor. None more so than
Philippe Petit's tightrope
walk between New York's
World Trade Center buildings
in the summer of 1974 and
George Willig's human-fly
crawl up the side of one of

r-~=~-==============::-1

IARGE
1 TOPPING

PIZZA

<7-he

Nu.,s!

Free Stu's Cash
'till 9:30
open 8-1

Thursday Nov. 11
They Came In Droves
with .

The Spoonbenders
Alternative

3-PIECE
DINNER

$225
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken,
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw
and 2 fresh hot biscuits

2-PIECE $190

LUNCH

2-pc. chicken, mash
potatoes & gravy,
slaw & 1 biscuit

Try our delicious
• Bar-B-Que Ribs
•Livers & Gizzards
• Fish Sandwiches
• Fish Dinner

JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR

BREAKFAST

items
'l)aill( 2-aste'ln

Tuesday
Draft
Nite

Complete Menu 5-11 a.m.

You'l
Z{11>t'a11 t ed
ln

those towers three years
later.
Authorities frowned upon
those publicity seekers, too,
claiming they endangered
people below. But there was
nothing mean-spirited about
them, and no one got hurt.
We live in a frenetic, frightening world in the '90s, a
world of more weapons and
greater danger on the streets,
a disjointed world with too
many people displaced by economics and technology and
rapid change.
"Displaced is the right
word," Gitlin says. "A lot of
people feel that the rewards
that come from ordinary faceto-face life pale in comparison
to the kind of surrogate royalty or glamour that attaches to
the world of the media."
It is a powerless royalty, a
fake glamour, yet no one can
deny that James Miller's
stunt Saturday night at the
title fight in Las Vegas didn't
garner him exactly what he
sought: TV and front-page
coverage around the world.

L_- '!r~~;;;~~:_ __ J

Ask about our
CATERING • 345-6424
Gift Certificates

Barbeque Pork Ri
Served Daily!
1305 Lincoln
Avenue
Charleston,

Illinois

348-5454
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
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Volleyball _ _ __
rst in a . nine~part series
previewing Eastern's women's basketball teams'
opponents in the MidContinent Conference.

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

The University of Illinois
t Chicago is glad to have
Eileen.McMahon.
Now in her fourth year as
ead coach of the women's
asketball program, Mcahon has transformed a
am that had only 14 wins
the four seasons prior to
er arrival.
But last year marked
IC's first season since the
981-82 campaign that it
mished above the .500
ark. Will this trend contine for the Flames?
"We always want to
prove on our own record,"
aid McMahon. "But whatver happens this season
appens."
Injuries have forced

earthy, as well as junior
Carrie Ponto.
·
"With Osborn's foot problems, it looks as if she will
II ) .t. . I be out for the season," said
.. •. , McMahon. "But Strange,
Ponto and McCarthy will be
17
·back before our first game."
McMahon will rely on
senior co-captains Lynn
Jordan and Bridget Murphy
to balance the team.
"(Jordan and Murphy)
know what I want out of
them," said McMahon. "I
look for them to provide
good, solid defense."
Jordan, a 5-foot-7 guard,
McMahon to re-evaluate her started 11 of 25 games that
squad. According to Mc- she participated in the 1992Mahon, sophomore center 93 season. Jordan is third in
Jennifer Osborn has suffered career field goal attempts at
the most sevef-e injury. UIC with 165.
McMahon said Osborn, a
McMahon is not letting
Charleston High School injuries be an excuse.
graduate, has foot problems
"If we get healthy, we will
that will prevent her from be tough," said McMahon.
seeing any playing time this "Unfortunately injuries are
season.
a problem for us. Right now,
Injuries have plagued our strength is in our guards
sophomores
· Jasmine (McCarthy, Jordan and
Strange and Joanne Mc- Armstrong)."

,,l!!:i&BBfiflB:lml.

• From Page 12

basis. The most important
thing is we have confidence
in ourselves."
And confidence has been
the key in Eastern's surge.
One of Ralston's goals was for
Eastern to get above the .500
mark. It accomplished that,
which has given the team
thoughts of possibly matching a team-record 13-game
winning streak, which was

set last seasori.
"It's great to see the team
with a positive outlook on
things," Ralston said. "We
just have to take that on the
floor against Bradley. We're
definitely capable of doing it."
Eastern will use the
Bradley match to tune up for
this weekend's EIU Invite at
McAfee Gym. The Lady
Panthers play Indiana State,
Butler, Wright State and
Cleveland State.

Cleveland _ _ __
"' From Page 12

top once again.
"As far as our talent goes;
we are just as good as last
year," Boyd said. "I think if
we play together as a team,
rebound, move the ball
around, I don't see why we
shouldn't win the conference.
· "A big thing, though, is
how quick we come together.
We are defending our championship, as other teams are
going to try to take it away
from us."
If the Vikings are to
repeat, Boyd admits he
expects top-notch performances from captains Sam
The only personnel Eastern will lose on Mitchell and Craig Caldwell.
offense are quarterback Jeff Thorne and wide
Caldwell, who earned firstreceivers Obadiah Cooper and Melvin team all-conference honors
Jackson. All three are valuable members, ~ut last season, led the Vikings
shouldn't be too hard to replace.
in scoring (16.8 points-perAfter all, it won't take much for the new game) and rebounding (8.0). ·
quarterback to hand off to High to his right
"Mitchell is a lot quicker
and his left with an occasional pitch. All the and stronger this year, as we
new wide receivers will have to do is learn look for him to produce,"
how to block for High down field.
. Boyd said of the 6-foot-9, 230On defense, the Panthers will lose defen- pound senior forward.
sive lineman Demetrius Lane, lineb.ackers
Caldwell,- meanwhile, will ,.
Shavez Hawkins, Eric Dircks and strong safe- look to head the back court.
ty Mike Martinez. ·The Panther defense, · The junior has not only
which has had its ups and downs, will return appeared in all 56 games
nine starters on defense, to go along with since becoming a Viking, but
eight on offense, next season including lead- averaged seven points per
ing tackler Tim Carver and All-Gateway cor- game while qeing second on
nerback Ray McElroy.
the squad with 102 assists.
While this season may be a wash, at least
Like Caldwell, junior for- .
Eastern has _some thing to look forward to ward Juan Hill has played in
next year.
all 56 games since coming to_
Cleveland State. Also, a host
- Don O'Brien is a staff writer for The _ of underclassmen, including
Daily Eastern News.

'Brien___;____,. . ________
+ From Page 11
sin a game three times in the same sean. He has been selected the Gateway's
ensive player of the week three times and
eventh in the nation in rushing, averaging
.7 yards per game.
High even has an outside shot at breaking
e Cobb's 1979 school-record 1,609 rushing
sin a ·single season this year. With 1,176
s, he only needs 433 yards over the next
games - an avera_ge of 216.5 yards per
e.
· e any running back worth his salt, High
ws who is largely responsible for his sucthis year. After rushing for 224 yards at
rthern Iowa, High said that he runs
'nd the best offensive line in the league.
is probably right.
,
e all-junior Panther offensive line, led by
-time Gateway offensive lineman of the
k Duane Conway, will return next year.
With Conway, Mike Richart, Aaron Hill,
n Mensik and Kyle Price back to open
es for.High, Cobb's record could easily fall.

~ant,
Sports Bar
t.;;;JI
1~:et fadllty

Indiana State transfer
Malcom Sims and Xavier
transfer Joey Rey, will be
looked upon to contribute.
In addition, sophomores
Reggie
Welch,
Matt
Dellinger, Eric Nichelson,
David Moore, and Larry
Bolden will also see action.
Freshmen Lo:Iiacy Utley and
Derrick Ziegler round out the
Vikings roster.
Cleveland -State .will battle
Eastern on Jan. 10 and on
Feb. 14. Boyd admitted the
Vikings may have their .
hands full with the Panthers.
"They (Eastern) are a
tough team," he said. "T~ey
have several people returning
from last year, so we are not
going to take them lightly. I
even thought Eastern was .
just as good as we were down
the stretch last season."

.

Top 40 Coun'try Video Night:
·

Line Dancing Tonight

free Instruction 9-11
lunch: Hot Buffet with Salad Bar (Meat w/ vegetables)
/
- All you can eat $SJ5
·
Chili $1 15
Ham &.. Cheese· $2n
Stix Burger $2s
Dinner: Deluxe Steak Sandwich $2n
20 oL Miiier lite &.. MGD $1 s
Free Giveaways
,
Plan Sunday Brunch in Our New
Banquet Facility this Sunday 1Oa.m. - 2p.m.
ALL YOU CAN EAT-LARGE SELECTION $625

Pool $1 15

Never a Cover

..35 LARGE PIZZA
•=
-.... •

J

'S

PIZZA & PUB
INTRODUCES
ALL YOU.CAN EAT BUFFET
FEATURING
•PIZZA
•SPAGHETTI

•SALAD BAR
•GARLIC BREAD .

'$3.99 plus tax
Every Tues.-Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT
For $2.00
345-2844

I:
w

ONE FREE TOPPING
..OR ONE FREE 32 OZ. PEPSI

PANTHER PIZZA-HOTLINE

'348-162.6

(jive your friend or [oved
one tlie gift of a [ijetime:
A--Btr:thday ~Ad-~ in~.the --

Daily Eastern News

Volleyball team puts
win streak on·the lin
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

,,~~~

;ftai;,,
E a ,S: fe:rn

coach Bob , ,

Spoosaid.·,,
• The
Willie High
Gateway
.
race grew
a little closer last Saturday
after league-leading. Western Illinois lost .21-18 to
Southwest Mis.s ouri State.
The foss dropped the Leath~rne~ks to .4-1 in t~e G~te" ·
way and into a tie with

~Nort9,0rn Iowa.

'.\:

.. .

However, the Leather-,,,
nec~s. hold the tie~breiike:r,
_as a resul,t of,thefr victoey,

:!i\i~\~:~i;:
't i
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Betty Ralston knows her
. Eastern volleyball team is on
a roll.
But despite winning eight
of their last nine matches
and reaching the .500 mark
for the first time all season, a
serious challenge awaits the
Lady Panthers as they will
be opposed by Bradley this
evening in Peoria.
Though the Braves' record
might not be outstanding .
(14-12), they are being led by
three underclassmen in
freshmen Jenny Pavlis (235
kills) and Julie Ostendorf
(204 kills) and sophomore
Michelle Pack (809 assists).
"Bradley is going to be
much tougher than the three
teams we just got done playing," Lady Panthers coach
Betty Ralston said referring
her team's victories over
Northeastern Illinois, Wisconsin-Green Bay and
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
"They're going to be tough
and a great tune up for
Wright State."
But the momentum may
be in the Lady Panthers'
favor. Junior Sherri Piwowarczyk poured in 27 kills during Eastern's weekend victories over the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
Piwowarczyk, who is currently third on the team in
kills (248), has more kills
(117) than any Lady Panther
player over the last nine
matches. And Ralston said
she can see the effect of her
play on the team.
"Sherri has been our most
consistent performer as of
late," Ralston said. "She's
been effective on the left side
and the middle. She's the
most improved on passing
and defense, and that's
helped the team a lot."

JEFF CULLER/Photo

Junior Brigid Brennan bumps the ball during prac
Monday in McAfee Gym. Eastern plays at Bradley today.

Meanwhile, Kim Traub
(265 kills, 175 digs, 103
blocks), Kaaryn Sadler (371
kills, 379 digs) and Amy Van
Eekeren (947 assists, 336
digs, 120 kills) continue to
contribute.

"We're doing all rig
Ralston said. "We just n
to continue with the te
concept that's taken us
this point, getting help
everybody on a consis
• Continued on Page 11

Eastern football must Cleveland State looks
now look to next .year to repeat as champs

---

The schedule may have Eastern's
season, regardless of
football Panthers playing two more
what happens in the
games, but after Saturday's loss to
final two games, is one
Northwestern Louisiana State the
that Eastern coaches
Panthers' season is over.
and fans will want to
The loss assured the Panthers of a
soon forget.
losing season - their fourth in a row
Still, there is a
and sixth in seven seasons under head
glimmer of light at the
coach Bob Spoo.
end of the Panthers'
All Eastern has to look forward to is
tunnel.
a meaningless non-conference game
Many of Eastern's
Don
this Saturday at Western Kentucky
starters on both offand battle for the Gateway Conference O'Brien
ense and defense will
basement at Southern Illinois the fol- - - - - - - be returning next sealowing week.
son. At the head of that list are all five
A loss to Southern would give the of the Panthers' offensive linemen and
Panthers their worst-ever record in sophomore running back Willie High.
Gateway Conference play, 1-4-1. A loss
It is this group that has helped keep
in each of the final two games would the Panthers competitive this season.
give the Panthers their worst record - High, a Mattoon native, is the first
2-8-1 - since the 1977 Panthers fin- Panther to ever rush for more than 200
ished 1-10.
• Continued on Page 11
It's pretty safe to say that the 1993

Editor's note: This is the first in a
nine-part series previewing the
Eastern basketball team's MidContinent Conference opponents.
By BOB CRAMPTON

• Preview of th
Illinois-Chicag
women's basketbal
team. Page 11

Staff writer

The Cleveland State Vikings
will enter this year's basketball
campaign looking to repeat as the
Mid-Continent Conference champions but might face a few more
obstacles in their journey.
Head coach Mike Boyd admitted that his Vikings, who were
22-6 overall and 15-1 in conference action last season, will have
to deal with the loss of five players.
"Three of the five graduates
were starters, so we will be rely-

ing a little more on our youth t ·
season," Boyd said.
Boyd also pointed out that con
ference play will be more ·bal
anced this year.
"I think teams will be mor
balanced, as it will lead to clo
games," the fourth-year coac
said. "Several teams have experi
ence and standout players, so w
will just wait and see what ha
pens."
But when all is said and don
Boyd believes his club will be a
• Continued on Page 11

